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Available Today on H&C
New Masterclass With Hannah Sue and Matt Hollberg

Presented by MARS Equestrian

The latest installment of Horse & Country's Masterclass series presented by
MARS Equestrian features instruction from U.S. Eventing Pan American team
gold and individual silver medalist Hannah Sue Hollberg alongside her
husband, top show jumping trainer Matt Hollberg.

You'll get an inside look at how to consistently produce clear rounds over
fences. From the warm-up, to connection, consistency, and ring craft, the
Hollbergs simulate a horse show scenario to make the most of this training
experience. As always, H&C is giving subscribers a leg up with another
exclusive learning opportunity!

About Hannah Sue Hollberg

Hannah Sue Hollberg is a three-day event rider who has represented the
United States internationally on numerous occasions. She grew up riding with
her mother, Sue Burnett, in Shelbyville, Kentucky, and quickly became involved
in the sport of eventing, gaining valuable experience training with U.S.
Eventing Olympic team silver medalists Karen and David O'Connor.

Her first big career successes came aboard Keep the Faith with whom she
contested her first CCI5* competition in 2007. In 2011, she was a member of
the gold-medal-winning team at the Pan American Games in Guadalajara,
Mexico, with Jaqueline Mars's gelding Harbour Pilot and also earned the
individual silver medal. The following year, she topped the podium at the Fair
Hill CCI3*, claiming the USEF Three-Star National Championship title.

She operates her business HSB Eventing based in Unionville, Pennsylvania,
where she offers lessons and training, as well as continues to compete
herself. 

About Matt Hollberg

Matt Hollberg, originally from Germany, is a top show jumping and eventing
rider who has competed successfully up and down the east coast. With a
particular affinity for bringing along sales horses, Matt has helped develop
many star mounts. His straight-forward demeanor and simple training style
have made him a key asset to the preparation of Hannah Sue's horses and her
program.
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